Spanish I, Second Semester (H WL1092B)

NDCDE Resources

Welcome: Start Here!
Foreign Language Speaking Exam Instructions

Middlebury Resources

Welcome to Spanish I
Academic Integrity Statement
Semester 2 Overview
Foreign Accents - Spanish

Semester 2 - Unit 19

Lesson 1

U19L1
  Unit 19 Objectives
  Vocab Guide: Professions
  Vocab Intro
  Set 1 Warm-up
  Set 1 Matching
  Set 1 Speaking Lab
  Set 2 Warm-up
  Set 2 Matching
  Set 2 Speaking Lab
  Synthesis 1: Listening and Reading

Lesson 2

U19L2
  Synthesis 2: Listening
  Set 3 Warm-up
  Set 3 Matching
  Set 3 Speaking Lab
Lesson 3

U19L3
Synthesis 4: Reading
Grammar Practice: Ordinal Numbers
Set 5 Warm-up
Set 5 Matching
Set 5 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 5: Listening and Speaking
Synthesis 6: Listening and Writing
Unit 19 Pop Quiz
Teacher Tip: Ordinal Numbers
Teacher Tip Practice
Reading Passage
Unit 19 Quiz: Reading Comprehension

Lesson 4

U19L4
Synthesis 7: Academies
Grammar Practice: Ordinal Numbers
Conversation Station 2
Unit 19 Quiz: Listening Comprehension
Argentina: Places to see in Argentina
Unit 19 Quiz: Argentina
Unit 19 Journal: The Future

Lesson 5

U19L5
Unit 19 Conclusion
Unit 19 Writing Test
Unit 19 Test A

Semester 2 - Unit 20

Lesson 1

U20L1
Unit 20 Objectives
Vocab Guide: Clothing
Lesson 2

U20L2
- Synthesis 2: Listening
- Set 3 Warm-up
- Set 3 Matching
- Set 3 Speaking Lab
- Set 4 Warm-up
- Set 4 Matching
- Set 4 Speaking Lab
- Audio ID
- Synthesis 3: Listening and Writing
- Reading Practice
- Grammar Review: Ordinal Numbers
- Grammar Review Practice: Ordinal Numbers
- Grammar Intro
- Grammar Lesson: Saber Vs Conocer
- Grammar Practice 1: Saber vs Conocer
- Grammar Lesson: Pedir vs. Preguntar
- Grammar Practice 2: Pedir vs. Preguntar
- Conversation Station 1

Lesson 3

U20L3
- Synthesis 4: Reading
- Grammar Practice: saber v. conocer and pedir vs. preguntar
- Set 5 Warm-up
- Set 5 Matching
- Set 5 Speaking Lab
- Synthesis 5: Listening and Speaking
- Synthesis 6: Listening and Writing
- Pronunciation Practice ñ
- Unit 20 Pop Quiz
- Teacher Tip: Conocer vs. Saber
- Grammar Practice: Teacher tip
- Reading Passage
- Unit 20 Quiz: Reading Comprehension

Lesson 4

U20L4
- Synthesis 7: Catalogue
- Grammar Practice: Saber, Conocer, Pedir, Preguntar
Lesson 5

U20L5
Unit 20 Conclusion
Unit 20 Speaking Test
Unit 20 Test A

Semester 2 - Unit 21

Lesson 1

U21L1
Unit 21 Objectives
Vocab Guide: At Home
Vocab Intro: La casa
Set 1 Warm-up
Set 1 Matching
Set 1 Speaking Lab
Set 2 Warm-up
Set 2 Matching
Set 2 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 1: Listening and Reading
Un Chiste

Lesson 2

U21L2
Synthesis 2: Listening
Set 3 Warm-up
Set 3 Matching
Set 3 Speaking Lab
Set 4 Warm-up
Set 4 Matching
Set 4 Speaking Lab
Audio ID
Synthesis 3: Listening and Writing
Reading Practice
Grammar Review: Pedir vs Preguntar
Grammar Review Practice
Grammar Intro
Grammar Lesson: Comparisons
Grammar Practice 1: Comparative Words
Grammar Practice 2: Comparison
Grammar Practice 3: Comparisons
Conversation Station
Lesson 3

U21L3
- Synthesis 4: Listening and Reading
- Grammar Practice: Comparisons
- Set 5 Warm-up
- Set 5 Matching
- Set 5 Speaking Lab
- Synthesis 5: Listening and Speaking
- Synthesis 6: Listening and Writing
- Unit 21 Pop Quiz
- Teacher Tip: Comparisons
- Teacher Tip Practice
- Reading Passage
- Unit 21 Quiz: Reading Comprehension

Lesson 4

U21L4
- Synthesis 7: Lost Items
- Grammar Practice: Word Rearrange
- Conversation Station 2
- Unit 21 Quiz: Listening Comprehension
- Culture Tidbit: Architecture
- Unit 21 Quiz: Culture Tidbit
- Argentina: El Mate
- Unit 21 Quiz: El Mate
- Unit 21 Journal: At Home
- Realia

Lesson 5

U21L5
- Unit 21 Conclusion
- Unit 21 Writing Test
- Life-long Learner Goals
- Unit 21 Test A
- Out of Seat Activity: Community Event

Virtual Meeting with Instructor

Semester 2 - Unit 22

Lesson 1

U22L1
- Unit 22 Objectives
- Vocab Guide: The Body
- Vocab Intro
- Set 1 Warm-up
- Set 1 Matching
- Set 1 Speaking Lab
- Set 2 Warm-up
- Set 2 Matching
- Set 2 Speaking Lab
Lesson 2

U22L2
Synthesis 2: Listening
Set 3 Warm-up
Set 3 Matching
Set 3 Speaking Lab
Set 4 Warm-up
Set 4 Matching
Set 4 Speaking Lab
Audio ID
Synthesis 3: Listening and Writing
Reading Practice
Grammar Review: Comparisons
Grammar Review Practice
Grammar Intro
Grammar Lesson: Adverbs
Grammar Practice 1
Grammar Practice 2
Conversation Station 1

Lesson 3

U22L3
Synthesis 4: Reading
Grammar Practice: Adverbs
Set 5 Warm-up
Set 5 Matching
Set 5 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 5: Listening and Speaking
Synthesis 6: Listening and Writing
Pronunciation Practice 2
Unit 22 Pop Quiz
Teacher Tip: Mucho
Teacher Tip Practice
Reading Passage
Unit 22 Quiz: Reading Comprehension

Lesson 4

U22L4
Synthesis 7: The Body
Grammar Practice: Adverbs
Conversation Station 2
Unit 22 Quiz: Listening Comprehension
Pronunciation Practice 3
Culture Tidbit: Weight and Height
Unit 22 Quiz: Culture Tidbit
Argentina: Idioms and Pronunciation
Unit 22 Quiz: Idioms and Pronunciation
Unit 22 Journal: How do I look?
Lesson 5

U22L5
Unit 22 Conclusion
Unit 22 Speaking Test
Unit 22 Test A

Semester 2 - Unit 23

Lesson 1

U23L1
Unit 23 Objectives
Vocab Guide: Reflexive Verbs
Vocab Intro
Set 1 Warm-up
Set 1 Matching
Set 1 Speaking Lab
Set 2 Warm-up
Set 2 Matching
Set 2 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 1: Listening and Reading
Un Chiste

Lesson 2

U23L2
Synthesis 2: Listening
Set 3 Warm-up
Set 3 Matching
Set 3 Speaking Lab
Set 4 Warm-up
Set 4 Matching
Set 4 Speaking Lab
Audio ID
Reading Practice
Grammar Review: Adverbs
Grammar Review Practice
Grammar Intro
Grammar Lesson: Reflexive Verbs
Grammar Practice 1: Reflexive Pronouns
Grammar Practice 2: Reflexive Pronouns 2
Grammar Practice 3: Reflexive Verbs
Synthesis 3: Listening and Writing
Conversation Station 1

Lesson 3

U23L3
Synthesis 4: Listening and Reading
Grammar Practice: Reflexive Verbs
Lesson 4

U23L4
- Synthesis 7: Thought Bubbles
- Grammar Practice: Reflexive Verbs
- Conversation Station 2
- Unit 23 Quiz: Listening Comprehension
- Argentina: History Eva Perón
- Unit 23 Quiz: History of Eva Perón
- Unit 23 Journal: Role Models

Lesson 5

U23L5
- Unit 23 Conclusion
- Unit 23 Writing Test
- Unit 23 Test A

Semester 2 - Unit 24

Lesson 1

U24L1
- Unit 24 Objectives
- Vocab Guide: Numbers 30-1,000,000
- Vocab Intro
- Set 1 Warm-up
- Set 1 Matching
- Set 1 Speaking Lab
- Set 2 Warm-up
- Set 2 Matching
- Set 2 Speaking Lab
- Synthesis 1: Listening and Reading
- Pronunciation: RR
- Pronunciation Practice 1

Lesson 2

U24L2
- Synthesis 2: Listening
- Set 3 Warm-up
- Set 3 Matching
- Set 3 Speaking Lab
- Set 4 Warm-up
Lesson 3

U24L3
Synthesis 4: Reading
Grammar Practice: Affirmative Words
Teacher Tip: Dates in Spanish
Set 5 Warm-up
Set 5 Matching
Set 5 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 5: Listening and Speaking
Synthesis 6: Listening and Writing
Pronunciation Practice 2
Unit 24 Pop Quiz
Teacher Tip: Numbers
Teacher Tip Practice
Reading Passage
Unit 24 Quiz: Reading Comprehension
Math Lesson: Numbers

Lesson 4

U24L4
Synthesis 7: Money
Grammar Practice: Negative Words
Conversation Station 2
Unit 24 Quiz: Listening Comprehension
Pronunciation Practice 3
Argentina: Natural Wonders of Argentina
Unit 24 Quiz: Natural Wonders
Unit 24 Journal: Dressing Up

Lesson 5

U24L5
Unit 24 Conclusion
Unit 24 Speaking Test
Unit 24 Test A
Life-long Learner Assignment Reminder

Virtual Meeting with Instructor

Semester 2 - Unit 25
Lesson 1

U25L1
- Unit 25 Objectives
- Vocab Guide: On Vacation
- Vocab Intro
- Set 1 Warm-up
- Set 1 Matching
- Set 1 Speaking Lab
- Set 2 Warm-up
- Set 2 Matching
- Set 2 Speaking Lab
- Synthesis 1: Listening and Reading
- Una Adivinanza

Lesson 2

U25L2
- Synthesis 2: Listening
- Set 3 Warm-up
- Set 3 Matching
- Set 3 Speaking Lab
- Set 4 Warm-up
- Set 4 Matching
- Set 4 Speaking Lab
- Audio ID
- Synthesis 3: Listening and Writing
- Reading Practice
- Grammar Review: Affirmative and Negative Words
- Grammar Review Practice
- Grammar Intro
- Grammar Lesson 1: Direct Objects
- Grammar Lesson 2: The personal ‘a’
- Grammar Practice 1: Direct Object Pronouns
- Grammar Practice 2: Direct Objects
- Grammar Practice 3: Direct Objects
- Conversation Station

Lesson 3

U25L3
- Synthesis 4: Reading
- Grammar Practice: Direct Objects
- Set 5 Warm-up
- Set 5 Matching
- Set 5 Speaking Lab
- Synthesis 5: Listening and Speaking
- Synthesis 6: Listening and Writing
- Unit 25 Pop Quiz
- Reading Passage
- Unit 25 Quiz: Reading Comprehension

Lesson 4

U25L4
- Synthesis 7: Reading
Lesson 5

U25L5
- Unit 25 Conclusion
- Unit 25 Writing Test
- Unit 25 Test A

Semester 2 - Unit 26

Lesson 1

U26L1
- Unit 26 Objectives
- Vocab Guide: The Telephone
- Vocab Intro A
- Vocab Intro B
- Set 1 Warm-up
- Set 1 Matching
- Set 1 Speaking Lab
- Set 2 Warm-up
- Set 2 Matching
- Set 2 Speaking Lab
- Synthesis 1: Listening and Reading
- Pronunciation: LL
- Pronunciation Practice 1

Lesson 2

U26L2
- Synthesis 2: Listening
- Set 3 Warm-up
- Set 3 Matching
- Set 3 Speaking Lab
- Set 4 Warm-up
- Set 4 Matching
- Set 4 Speaking Lab
- Audio ID
- Synthesis 3: Listening, Reading, and Writing
- Reading Practice
- Grammar Review: Direct Objects and Personal A
- Grammar Review Practice
- Grammar Intro
- Grammar Lesson: Indirect Objects
- Grammar Practice 1: Indirect Objects
- Grammar Lesson: Direct and Indirect Object Pronouns Together
- Grammar Practice 2: Indirect Objects
- Conversation Station 1
Lesson 3

**U26L3**
- Synthesis 4: Listening and Reading
- Grammar Practice: Indirect Objects
- Set 5 Warm-up
- Set 5 Matching
- Set 5 Speaking Lab
- Synthesis 5: Listening and Speaking
- Synthesis 6: Listening and Writing
- Pronunciation Practice 2
- Unit 26 Pop Quiz
- Teacher Tip: Answering the Phone
- Teacher Tip Practice
- Reading Passage
- Unit 26 Quiz: Reading Comprehension

Lesson 4

**U26L4**
- Synthesis 7: Phone
- Grammar Practice: Object Pronouns
- Conversation Station 2
- Unit 26 Quiz: Listening Comprehension
- Pronunciation Practice 3
- Culture Tidbit: Addresses and Phone Numbers
- Unit 26 Quiz: Culture Tidbit
- Argentina: Tango
- Unit 26 Quiz: Tango
- Unit 26 Journal: Talents

Lesson 5

**U26L5**
- Unit 26 Conclusion
- Unit 26 Speaking Test
- Unit 26 Test A

Semester 2 - Unit 27 - MIDTERM

Lesson 1

**M2L1**
- Midterm Review Plan

Lesson 2

**M2L2**
- Midterm Review Plan

Lesson 3

**M2L3**
- Midterm Review Plan

Lesson 4

**M2L4**
Lesson 5

M2L5
Sem. 2 Midterm: Reading and Listening Comprehension A
Sem. 2 Midterm: Speaking (part 1)
Sem. 2 Midterm: Speaking (part 2)
Life-long Learner Assignment Reminder

Virtual Meeting with Instructor

Semester 2 - Unit 28

Lesson 1

U28L1
Unit 28 Objectives
Vocab Guide: Directions
Vocab Intro
Set 1 Warm-up
Set 1 Matching
Set 1 Speaking Lab
Set 2 Warm-up
Set 2 Matching
Set 2 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 1: Listening and Reading
Pronunciation: G
Pronunciation Practice 1

Lesson 2

U28L2
Synthesis 2: Listening
Set 3 Warm-up
Set 3 Matching
Set 3 Speaking Lab
Set 4 Warm-up
Set 4 Matching
Set 4 Speaking Lab
Audio ID
Synthesis 3: Listening and Reading
Reading Practice
Grammar Review: Indirect Objects
Grammar Review Practice
Grammar Intro
Grammar Lesson: Affirmative tú commands
Grammar Practice 1: Affirmative tú commands
Grammar Practice 2: Affirmative tú commands
Conversation Station

Lesson 3
Lesson 4

Synthesis 7: Listening
Grammar Practice: Commands
Conversation Station 2
Unit 28 Quiz: Listening Comprehension
Pronunciation Practice 3
Puerto Rico: Overview
Unit 28 Quiz: Puerto Rico
Unit 28 Journal: Directions
Discussion Board: Guidelines
Discussion Board: Job Placement
Discussion Board
Discussion Board Evaluation 2

Lesson 5

Unit 28 Conclusion
Unit 28 Speaking Test
Unit 28 Test A

Semester 2 - Unit 29

Lesson 1

Unit 29 Objectives
Vocab Guide: Means of Transportation
Vocab Intro
Set 1 Warm-up
Set 1 Matching
Set 1 Speaking Lab
Set 2 Warm-up
Set 2 Matching
Set 2 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 1: Listening and Reading
Una Adivinanza

Lesson 2
Lesson 3

U29L3
Synthesis 4: Reading
Grammar Practice: Negative tú Commands
Set 5 Warm-up
Set 5 Matching
Set 5 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 5: Listening and Speaking
Synthesis 6: Listening and Writing
Unit 29 Pop Quiz
Teacher Tip: Negative Commands
Teacher Tip Practice
Reading Passage
Unit 29 Quiz: Reading Comprehension

Lesson 4

U29L4
Synthesis 7: Reading
Grammar Practice: Commands
Conversation Station 2
Unit 29 Quiz: Listening Comprehension
Culture Tidbit: Transportation
Unit 29 Quiz: Culture Tidbit
Puerto Rico: Sofrito and Arroz con gandules
Unit 29 Quiz: Sofrito and Arroz con gandule
Unit 29 Journal: Transportation
Realia

Lesson 5

U29L5
Unit 29 Conclusion
Unit 29 Writing Test
Unit 29 Test A
Lesson 1

U30L1
Unit 30 Objectives
Vocab Guide: Medical Words
Vocab Intro: Health
Set 1 Warm-up
Set 1 Matching
Set 1 Speaking Lab
Set 2 Warm-up
Set 2 Matching
Set 2 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 1: Listening and Reading
Pronunciation: GUE y GUI
Pronunciation Practice 1

Lesson 2

U30L2
Synthesis 2: Listening
Set 3 Warm-up
Set 3 Matching
Set 3 Speaking Lab
Set 4 Warm-up
Set 4 Matching
Set 4 Speaking Lab
Audio ID
Synthesis 3: Listening and Writing
Reading Practice
Grammar Review: Negative Commands
Grammar Review Practice
Grammar Intro
Grammar Lesson: Commands –Correct Pronoun Placement
Grammar Practice 1: Direct Objects
Grammar Practice 2: Indirect Objects
Conversation Station

Lesson 3

U30L3
Synthesis 4: Reading
Grammar Practice: Affirmative tú commands
Set 5 Warm-up
Set 5 Matching
Set 5 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 5: Listening and Speaking
Synthesis 6: Listening and Writing
Pronunciation Practice 2
Unit 30 Pop Quiz
Reading Comprehension Practice
Unit 30 Quiz: Reading Comprehension
Lesson 4

U30L4
- Synthesis: Listening
- Grammar Practice: Pronouns
- Conversation Station 2
- Unit 30 Quiz: Listening Comprehension
- Pronunciation Practice 3
- Puerto Rico: Idioms and Pronunciation
- Unit 30 Quiz: Idioms and Pronunciation
- Unit 30 Journal: Under the Weather

Lesson 5

U30L5
- Unit 30 Conclusion
- Unit 30 Speaking Test
- Unit 30 Test A
- Life-long Learner Assignment Reminder

Virtual Meeting with Instructor

Semester 2 - Unit 31

Lesson 1

U31L1
- Unit 31 Objectives
- Vocab Guide: Sports
- Vocab Intro
- Set 1 Warm-up
- Set 1 Matching
- Set 1 Speaking Lab
- Set 2 Warm-up
- Set 2 Matching
- Set 2 Speaking Lab
- Synthesis 1: Reading and Listening
- Un Chiste

Lesson 2

U31L2
- Synthesis 2: Listening
- Set 3 Warm-up
- Set 3 Matching
- Set 3 Speaking Lab
- Set 4 Warm-up
- Set 4 Matching
- Set 4 Speaking Lab
- Audio ID
- Synthesis 3: Reading and Writing
- Reading Practice
- Teacher Tip: Jugar al fútbol vs. jugar fútbol
- Grammar Review
- Grammar Review Practice
Set 2 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 1: Listening and Reading
Pronunciation: QU
Pronunciation Practice ‘qu’

Lesson 2

U32L2
Synthesis 2: Listening
Set 3 Warm-up
Set 3 Matching
Set 3 Speaking Lab
Set 4 Warm-up
Set 4 Matching
Set 4 Speaking Lab
Audio ID
Synthesis 3: Listening and Writing
Reading Practice
Grammar Review
Grammar Review Practice
Grammar Intro
Grammar Lesson: Present Progressive with object Pronouns
Grammar Practice 1: Present Progressive Tense
Grammar Practice 2: Present Progressive Tense
Conversation Station 1

Lesson 3

U32L3
Synthesis 4: Reading
Grammar Practice: Present Progressive with Object Pronouns
Set 5 Warm-up
Set 5 Matching
Set 5 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 5: Listening and Speaking
Synthesis 6: Listening and Writing
Pronunciation Practice 2
Unit 32 Pop Quiz
Reading Passage
Unit 32 Quiz: Reading Comprehension

Lesson 4

U32L4
Synthesis 7: Vacation Spots
Grammar Practice: Present Progressive and Pronouns
Conversation Station 2
Unit 32 Quiz: Listening Comprehension
Pronunciation Practice 3
Puerto Rico: Fort San Felipe del Morro
Unit 32 Quiz: Fort San Felipe del Morro
Unit 32 Journal: The Great Outdoors

Lesson 5

U32L5
Unit 32 Conclusion
Semantic 2 - Unit 33

Lesson 1

U33L1
Unit 33 Objectives
Vocab Guide: Travel
Vocab Intro
Set 1 Warm-up
Set 1 Matching
Set 1 Speaking Lab
Set 2 Warm-up
Set 2 Matching
Set 2 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 1: Listening and Reading
Un Chiste

Lesson 2

U33L2
Synthesis 2: Listening
Set 3 Warm-up
Set 3 Matching
Set 3 Speaking Lab
Set 4 Warm-up
Set 4 Matching
Set 4 Speaking Lab
Audio ID
Synthesis 3: Listening and Writing
Reading Practice
Grammar Review
Grammar Review Practice
Grammar Intro
Grammar Lesson: Preterite AR verbs
Grammar Practice: Preterite AR Verbs
Grammar Practice 2: Preterite AR Verbs
Conversation Station 1

Lesson 3

U33L3
Synthesis 4: Reading
Grammar Practice: Preterite AR Verbs
Set 5 Warm-up
Set 5 Matching
Set 5 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 5: Listening and Speaking
Synthesis 6: Listening and Writing
Unit 33 Pop Quiz
Reading Passage
Lesson 4

U33L4
Synthesis 7: Bus Advertisements
Grammar Practice: Preterite AR Verbs
Conversation Station 2
Unit 33 Quiz: Listening Comprehension
Puerto Rico: Literature
Unit 33 Quiz: Literature: El Gibaro
Unit 33 Journal: On the Road Again
Explore: Planning a Trip

Lesson 5

U33L5
Unit 33 Conclusion
Unit 33 Writing Test
Unit 33 Test A
Life-long Learner Assignment Reminder

Virtual Meeting with Instructor

Semester 2 - Unit 34

Lesson 1

U34L1
Unit 34 Objectives
Vocab Guide: Computers Part 1
Vocab Intro
Set 1 Warm-up
Set 1 Matching
Set 1 Speaking Lab
Set 2 Warm-up
Set 2 Matching
Set 2 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 1: Listening and Reading
Pronunciation: Spanish Z
Pronunciation Practice 1
Una adivinanza

Lesson 2

U34L2
Synthesis 2: Listening
Set 3 Warm-up
Set 3 Matching
Set 3 Speaking Lab
Set 4 Warm-up
Set 4 Matching
Set 4 Speaking Lab
Audio ID
Synthesis 3: Listening and Writing
Lesson 3

**U34L3**
- Synthesis 4: Reading
- Set 5 Warm-up
- Set 5 Matching
- Set 5 Speaking Lab
- Synthesis 5: Listening and Speaking
- Synthesis 6: Listening and Writing
- Pronunciation Practice Z
- Unit 34 Pop Quiz
- Reading Passage
- Unit 34 Quiz: Reading Comprehension

Lesson 4

**U34L4**
- Synthesis: Virus Check
- Grammar Practice: Preterite ER and IR Verbs
- Conversation Station 2
- Unit 34 Quiz: Listening Comprehension
- Pronunciation Practice 3
- Puerto Rico: Salsa
- Unit 34 Quiz: Salsa
- Unit 34 Journal: Super Computer
- Explore: Planning a Trip Dropbox

Lesson 5

**U34L5**
- Unit 34 Conclusion
- Unit 34 Speaking Test
- Life-long Learner Report
- Unit 34 Test A
- Out of Seat Activity: 24-hour Challenge

Semester 2 - Unit 35

Lesson 1

**U35L1**
- Unit 35 Objectives
- Vocab Guide: Computers Part 2
- Vocab Intro
- Set 1 Warm-up
- Set 1 Matching
Lesson 2

U35L2
Synthesis 2: Listening
Set 3 Warm-up
Set 3 Matching
Set 3 Speaking Lab
Set 4 Warm-up
Set 4 Matching
Set 4 Speaking Lab
Audio ID
Synthesis 3: Listening and Writing
Reading Practice
Grammar Review
Grammar Review Practice
Contextualized Grammar
Grammar Lesson: Direct Objects
Grammar Lesson: The Personal A
Grammar Practice 1
Grammar Practice 2
Conversation Station

Lesson 3

U35L3
Synthesis 4: Reading
Grammar Lesson: Indirect Object Pronouns
Grammar Practice: Indirect Objects
Set 5 Warm-up
Set 5 Matching
Set 5 Speaking Lab
Synthesis 5: Listening and Speaking
Synthesis 6: Listening and Writing
Unit 35 Pop Quiz
Reading Passage
Unit 35 Quiz Reading Comprehension

Lesson 4

U35L4
Synthesis 7: Network
Grammar Lesson: Direct and Indirect Object Pronouns Together
Grammar Practice 1: Direct and Indirect Object Pronouns Together
Grammar Practice 2: Direct and Indirect Object Pronouns Together
Conversation Station 2
Unit 35 Quiz: Listening Comprehension
Puerto Rico: Places to see in Puerto Rico
Unit 35 Quiz: Puerto Rico: Places to see
Lesson 5

**U35L5**
- Unit 35 Conclusion
- Unit 35 Writing Test
- Unit 35 Test A

Virtual Meeting with Instructor

Semester 2 - Unit 36 - FINAL

Lesson 1

**F2L1**
- Final Review Plan

Lesson 2

**F2L2**
- Final Review Plan

Lesson 3

**F2L3**
- Final Review Plan

Lesson 4

**F2L4**
- Sem. 2 Final: Grammar and Vocabulary A
- Sem. 2 Final: Writing (part 1)
- Sem. 2 Final: Writing (part 2)

Lesson 5

**F2L5**
- Sem. 2 Final: Reading and Listening Comprehension A
- Sem. 2 Final: Speaking (part 1)
- Sem. 2 Final: Speaking (part 2)

End of Course Survey

End of Course Survey